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He felt himself jerk awake.  He was on the couch, right
where he had been when he fell asleep.  He was really
confused, and didn’t know whether or not anything
had actually happened or not, but just in case he went
in to ask his mother if she would come watch the
parade with them.  As he snuggled in beside her, he
saw a blue smudge on his finger, and then the Snoopy
balloon came onto the screen.
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When he got there he sat the big ‘F’ in the middle of
the blue square.  From where he was it looked like a
giant trampoline. He wasn’t sure what it was actually
made of, but it rubbed off on his finger when he
touched it. He took a deep breath and jumped on the
F, and he saw a bunch of status updates show up right
where he was standing.  He ran up to the Status
button, saw it change to a place where he could put in
a status, and then decided to try out the plan.

He climbed into the empty box, laid as close to the
edge as possible, then reached up with his arm to
press the ‘Post’ button.  He felt a familiar feeling of
being kind of stretched…
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Knowing where he was gave him a little bit of an idea.
Since he was somehow in her phone, he should be
able to go from place to place.  So he began to think
about all the places where he might be able to do
something.  He knew there was a lot of stuff there on
the phone.  There were places where you could ask
any question – asking the world how to get home
wouldn’t be very helpful for sure.

There were places where you could ask for directions
from one place to another, and it would show you the
roads to take, but the last he checked there weren’t
any roads inside his mother’s phone.

There was one thing that he thought of.  There was
one place where he knew there were a lot of people
available and where he might be able to contact
someone who could help him figure out what to do.
He started to walk to the corner of what he now knew
to be the screen of the phone, where he knew the
Facebook icon was.
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There it was!  The piece of the puzzle Timmy had been
trying to figure out.  It explained everything that had
happened. He somehow in his mom’s cellphone!  The
things he’d seen from the last summer were things his
mom was looking at, the times when he was tossed to
one side were when she was moving between them,
the flash as she took a picture of him and his sister,
and the pressing he felt was her dialing her phone!  It
explained everything, except for the one thing he
wanted to know, which was how to get home.
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“Timmy!  The parade is almost on!  Go get your
blanket and get in there by the TV, and I’ll turn it on
for you.”  Those were the first words that Timmy
Allegro heard his mother say on Thanksgiving
morning. He was in his room, under his blanket,
warm and not entirely sure he wanted to get up yet.
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Every year since he could remember, Timmy and his
little sister Susie had watched the Thanksgiving Day
parade on TV.  While he liked it as much as he
anything else, it was kind of getting old. Since he had
turned 10 earlier in the year, Timmy felt like he was
no longer the age where the parade was fun.  He
thought he was ready for watching the football game
with his dad, and then watching the Christmas movies
with his family, and so he was going to watch the
parade again, but just because his sister was going to
as well.
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She must have been speaking to Grandma, and was
telling her about what was going on.  She continued,
“I was just on my phone, going through some pictures
from this summer, and when I saw them in there
waiting for the floats to come on screen, I just took a
picture of them sitting there, and it reminded me of
when we used to do that as kids, so I thought I’d just
give you a call.”
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What do you do on Thanksgiving Day?



When he heard her talking about the way it made her
feel, he thought about how he used to feel when he
was younger and was watching the parade.  He was
always happy to do so, and felt like he was relaxed
and enjoying Christmas.  Now here he was having
regretted being there and feeling like it was
something he should regret doing.  He didn’t
understand it at all.  He didn’t really have a reason to
not like it, he just seemed to feel like it was something
he wanted to do.

What was your favorite parade you ever saw? What did it look like?
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Mom had set a plate of cookies and a couple of
glasses of milk for them, and had already turned on
the TV, and so Susie snuggled up under the blanket to
watch, while Timmy half-heartedly climbed onto the
couch.  He decided that he could get a little more
sleep while all the balloons were floating by on the
screen, and he laid his head on his arm and closed his
eyes. Until…

Here is a fun cookie recipe you could help make.  You will need a tube of
sugar cookie dough from the store, a container of vanilla cake icing, a fruit
roll-up, some jumbo marshmallows, and some orange and black cake icing
gel.

Bake the sugar cookies like it says to on the package.  Then when they are
cooled down, put a layer of the vanilla icing on the cookies, and put a
marshmallow in the center. Cut the fruit roll-up into strips, and use a strip
on each cookie as a scarf. Then decorate each snowman’s face with the
orange and black gel icing.
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There was a small noise he heard.  It was sort of a
squeaky noise, like a mouse would make when he
goes into his mousehole. It made him wake up a little
bit, but not all the way. Then there was a little shake
that made his eyes come open, because he was
definitely not expecting it. Then he felt a little bit of
cold air, and then found himself standing on a strange
looking street.
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Just as he was starting to really wonder if he would
ever get out of wherever he was, he heard a voice
that he had never been more glad to hear in his whole
life.  It was his mother’s voice!

She said, “Hi Mom!  I was just calling to chat.  The kids
are sitting in the living room watching the parade
together, and it is just one of my favorite traditions. It
was always the best thing, and when the kids are in
there watching it feels like I’m in there with them.
They don’t argue then, they don’t have all kinds of
thing going on, for a little bit of time things just stay
where they are happy.”

Timmy hadn’t known that he was taking place in any
kind of tradition, he was just bored and thought he
had to do it. He felt a little bad about being so mad
about having to do it when it meant so much to his
mom.
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By that time Timmy was really frightened.  It was like
he was in a nightmare, and he didn’t know how he
had gotten there.  Things felt real, but they weren’t.
He could see things he remembered, and he could
also see himself, but when he tried to do anything he
either found out that things were flat, or he got
whisked away somewhere else.

Snowman cookie army
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He took a breath and looked around to see that
everything that was sound him was going back to the
way it probably had been a second ago, like a rubber
band that gets stretched.  The brick walls of the
buildings around him wiggled a little bit, and the
ground did as well.  The air smelled like it had some
plastic in it, and he had a sense of suddenly being
small, somehow.

The closer he looked, the more he realized he had a
good reason for feeling small.  He WAS small!
Somehow he was just a few inches tall!  He could tell
that because he seemed to be in front of his house,
even though the last place he had been was the
couch.  His house seemed different, kind of like it was
flat.

What would you look like if you were the size of a mouse?
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He was getting ready to try to walk into his house
when he all of a sudden got swept to the right.  It was
like a wind and a hand all at the same time.  It
confused him a little for a while, and when he stood
back up everything had changed. He was looking at
something he remembered from the summer
vacation.  He could see the beach where he and his
family had stayed for two whole weeks.  He saw the
pier, he saw the seagulls and he even saw the old man
who was sitting out at the end of the pier with his
fishing line in the water.
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As he started walking toward the couch to try to tap
himself on the shoulder and see what was going on,
he saw a shadow coming toward him - a large, dark
shadow. He just had time to see that it was…a giant
thumb, before he felt like he was being pressed flat.
He felt flat, then like he has been let loose, then he
was pressed flat again, and let loose again, and it went
on for a little while.
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It was really strange, because when he felt that things
were back to a little bit of normal, he was staring at a
picture of himself, asleep on the couch.  He also saw
his sister sitting in front of him, and they both looked
like they were watching the parade on TV!  Somehow
he was watching himself!

What color is the couch?
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He knew what he was seeing had to be some kind of
dream, but it seemed to be so real that he had to take
a closer look, so he started walking out to the pier to
see if the old man was really there.  He noticed that
he could feel the sand between his toes as he walked,
and the sun on his face, but he couldn’t smell the air,
so he was exceptionally curious.

Draw a dream you have.
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When he reached the end of the pier, he went to the
side of the old man and stood there for a while.  The
water was so still he wasn’t sure it was even moving,
and he didn’t see any of the birds actually flapping
their wings.  They appeared to be soaring as normal,
but they were just sitting there in midair.

Timmy asked, “Hey mister, do you have a minute?”
“I’m a little confused about what is going on, will you
answer a question?”

The old man just sat there, still as if he was frozen.
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Timmy reached out to touch the old man and was a
little bit shocked when his hand touched what felt like
paper.  He looked a little closer and found that not
only was the old man made out of paper, but he was
flat, like a sign, rather than being a regular person.
Then he felt the whoosh of being swept away again,
followed by a huge flash of light.
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What do you suppose is happening here?


